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Describing �elds by implications between strongequationsRichard HolzerAbstractIn this note it will be shown that the class of all �elds can be describedby implications between strong equations. The signature is extended by thelogical Craig projection to get more expressive power for the strong equations.1 Existence equations and strong equationsFor a signature � let PAlg(�) be the class of all partial algebras of �. The set of allterms over a set X of variables is denoted by T�(X). An existence equation (s; t)consists of two terms s; t 2 T�(X) and is denoted by s e= t. Formulas are de�nedrecursively in the usual way (with :;_;^;);9;8), where the existence equations arethe atomic formulas.� A term existence statement is an existence equation of the form s e= s fors 2 T�(X).� An ECE-equation (existentially conditioned existence equation) is a formula ofthe form nVi=1 si e= si ) s e= t.� A strong equation is a formula of the form (s e= s ) s e= t) ^ (t e= t ) s e= t)and it is denoted by s s= t.� A QE-equation (quasi-existence equation) is a formula of the form nVi=1 si e= ti )s e= t.� A strong quasi-equation is a formula of the form nVi=1 si s= ti ) s s= t.In connection with strong equations the signature � is usually extended by binaryoperation symbols which are always interpreted as total �rst projection: For eachpair (s; s0) of sort symbols let �s;s0 : s � s0 ! s be a new operation symbol. Theextended signature is denoted by �e. Every partial algebra A = ((As)s2S; (�A)�2
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PAlg(�) can also be seen as partial algebra of the extended signature �e by de�ning�As;s0(x; y) := x for all x 2 As; y 2 As0. With this extension the strong equations havethe same expressive power like ECE-equations (when the empty algebra is excluded).1For a formula � let var(�) be the set of all variables occuring in � and let fvar(�)be the set of all free variables in �. Let A be a partial algebra and v : X ! A be avaluation of the variables. For t 2 T�(X) let tA(v) be the corresponding interpretationof t if it exists.2 For a formula � with fvar(�) � X let �A(v) 2 ftrue; falseg be theinterpretation of �, where the interpretation (s e= t)A(v) of an existence equation istrue i� sA(v) and tA(v) exist and are equal. A formula � is valid in A if �A(v) = truefor all mappings v : fvar(�) ! A.Classes which are de�nable by QE-equations3 are closed with respect to isomor-phic images, subalgebras and reduced products,4 so these classes have many goodproperties: existence of inital objects, free objects, coproducts, universal solutions,etc. Classes which are de�nable by strong quasi-equations are much worse. Theseclasses are in general not closed with respect to products, and an initial object neednot exist (see next section for an example). The following theorem shows how astrong quasi-equation can be transformed into a set of implications between existenceequations, where also disjunctions may appear in the conclusion.Theorem 1 Let � = n�1Vi=1 �i ) �n be a strong quasi-equation with �i = (�i;0 )�i;2)^ (�i;1 ) �i;2) for i � n, where �i;0; �i;1 are term existence statements and �i;2 isan existence equation. Let I = (f0; 1; : : : n�1g�f0; 1g)[fng. Then � is semanticallyequivalent to the set( V(i;j)2f�1(1)�i;2 ^ �n;f(n)!)  W(i;j)2f�1(0)�i;j _ �n;2! j f 2 f0; 1gI)1See [Cr89] and [B95].2If some operations of A are partial then it might happen that the term can not be interpretedfor the valuation v, in this case tA(v) is unde�nded.3Such classes are also called quasivarieties or QE-varieties.4See [B86].
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Proof. Some boolean transformations lead to the set of formulas: n�1̂i=1 (�i;0 ) �i;2) ^ (�i;1 ) �i;2)!) ((�n;0 ) �n;2) ^ (�n;1 ) �n;2)): n�1̂i=1 (�i;0 ) �i;2) ^ (�i;1 ) �i;2)! _ ((�n;0 ) �n;2) ^ (�n;1 ) �n;2)) n�1_i=1 (�i;0 ^ :�i;2) _ (�i;1 ^ :�i;2)! _ ((:�n;0 _ �n;2) ^ (:�n;1 _ �n;2))^f2f0;1gI0@0@ _(i;j)2f�1(0)�i;j1A _0@ _(i;j)2f�1(1):�i;21A _ �:�n;f(n) _ �n;2�1A8<:0@ ^(i;j)2f�1(1)�i;2 ^ �n;f(n)1A) 0@ _(i;j)2f�1(0)�i;j _ �n;21A j f 2 f0; 1gI9=;So each strong quasi-equation is equivalent to a set of implications, where eachpremisse is a conjunction of some existence equation, and the conclusion is a dis-junction of some term existence statements and one existence equation. Note that allimplications in the set have the same set of variables because of var(�i;0)[var(�i;1) =var(�i;2).2 Axioms for �eldsIn this section the class of all �elds (together with all terminal algebras, i.e. one-element total algebras in the signature of the �elds) are described by strong quasi-equations. Let � be the signature which consists of one sort symbol, two binaryoperation symbols + and �, two unary operation symbols � and �1 and two constants0 and 1. Let E be the following system of axioms (in the extended signature �e):1. �(x; y) s= x2. �(x; x + y) s= x3. �(x; x � y) s= x4. x + (y + z) s= (x + y) + z5. x + 0 s= x 3



6. x + (�x) s= 07. x + y s= y + x8. x � (y � z) s= (x � y) � z9. x � 1 s= x10. x � y s= y � x11. x � (y + z) s= x � y + x � z12. �(x; x�1) s= x) x � x�1 s= 113. �(0; x�1) s= �(1; x�1) ) �(x; 1�1) s= 0Theorem 2 A partial algebra A 2 PAlg(�e) is a model of E i� one of the followingtwo conditions hold:(1) The reduct Aj� is a �eld and �A is the total �rst projection(2) A is a total algebra with jAj = 1.Proof.\(":If (1) is satis�ed then the axioms 1-12 are trivially satis�ed so we only have to checkthe last axiom: Let a 2 A such that the strong equation �(0; x�1) s= �(1; x�1) is sat-is�ed for the valuation v(x) := a. Then a�1A does not exist, because 0A 6= 1A followsfrom (1). So we get a = 0A and the strong equation �(x; 1�1) s= 0 is satis�ed for thevaluation v. If (2) is satis�ed then all strong equations hold in A, so all axioms arevalid in A.\)":The �rst axiom implies that �A is the total �rst projection. The axioms 5 and 9 implythat 0A and 1A exist. The axioms 2, 3 and 6 imply that +A, �A and �A are totaloperations. The axioms 4{11 imply that (A;+;�; 0; �; 1) is a commutative unitaryring. If jAj = 1 then the last axiom implies that (1A)�1A exists, so (2) holds. Nowassume jAj > 1. Let a 2 A with a 6= 0A. If a�1A does not exist, then the last axiomimplies a = 0A, which is a contradiction. So a�1A exists and with axiom 12 we geta � a�1A = 1A, and the reduct Aj� is a �eld.So the �elds (together with the terminal algebras) can be characterized by strongquasi-equations. But the �elds are not a quasivariety, because they are not closedwith respect to products. If we use existence equations as atomic formulas then thequasivarieties of partial algebras behave in a similar way like the quasivarieties oftotal algebras. If we use the strong equations as atomic formulas then the theory4



becomes completly di�erent. It is not known which algebraic operator (like ISPr forquasi-existence equations5) correspond to strong quasi-equations. For algebraic char-acterizations of strong equations and mixed strong and existence equations withoutthe Craig operator � see [StSt94].References[ABN81] H.Andr�eka, P.Burmeister, I.N�emeti. Quasivarieties of partial algebras { Aunifying approach towards a two-valued model theory for partial algebras. Stu-dia Sci. Math. Hungar. 16, 1981, pp. 325{372.[AN83] H. Andr�eka, I. N�emeti.Generalization of the concept of variety and quasivari-ety to partial algebras through category theory. Dissertationes Mathematicae(Rozprawy Mat.) No. 204, Warszawa, 1983.[B86] P.Burmeister. A Model Theoretic Oriented Approach to Partial Algebras. In-troduction to Theory and Application of Partial Algebras { Part I. Mathe-matical Research Vol. 32, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1986.[B92] P.Burmeister. Tools for a Theory of Partial Algebras. General Algebra andApplications (Eds.: K.Denecke and H.-J.Vogel), Research and Exposition inMathematics, Vol. 20, Heldermann Verlag Berlin, 1993, pp. 12{32.[B93] P.Burmeister. Partial Algebras { An Introductory Survey. In: Algebras andOrders (Eds.: I.G.Rosenberg and G. Sabidussi), NATO ASI Series C, Vol.389, Kluver Academic Publ., Dordrecht, London, 1993, pp. 1{70.[B95] P.Burmeister.On the equivalence of ECE- and generalized Kleene-equationsfor many-sorted partial algebras. Contributions to General Algebra 9 (Ed.:G.Pilz), Verlag H�older-Pichler-Tempsky, Wien 1995 { Verlag B.G. Teubner,Stuttgart, pp. 91{106.[Cr89] W.Craig. Near-equational and equational systems of logic for partial func-tions. I and II. The J. of Symb. Logic 54, 1989, pp. 795{827 and pp. 1181{1215.[G98] V.A.Gorbunov.Algebraic Theory of Quasivarieties. Consultants Bureau, NewYork, 1998.[HS73] H.Herrlich, G.E.Strecker. Category Theory - An Introduction. Allyn andBacon, 1973 (2nd ed.: Heldermann-Verlag).[Hoe73] H.H�oft. Weak and strong equations in partial algebras. Algebra univers. 3,1973, pp. 203{215.5See [B86]. 5
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